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ABSTRACT
The growth in electrification and digitalization of vehicles leads
to increasing variability and complexity of automotive systems.
This poses new challenges for verification and validation, identified
in a Product Line Engineering case study for the electric drive
system. To overcome those challenges we developed a Product
Line Testing methodology called TIGRE. In this paper, we present
the TIGRE methodology. TIGRE comprises the identification and
documentation of relevant data for efficient product line testing
and the application of this data in the test management of an agile
project environment. Furthermore, we present our experiences
from the introduction into a large-scale industrial context. Based
on our results from the introduction, we conclude that the TIGRE
approach reduces the testing effort for automotive product lines
significantly and, furthermore, allows us to transfer the results to
untested products.
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MOTIVATION

The automotive industry is facing several challenges ranging from
the growing complexity of systems and software [13] to a costumers
demand for a shorter time-to-market [34]. To overcome those "automated, connected, electrified and service" challenges the BMW
Group set up a strategy [3]. One important part of this strategy is
the electrification of the drive system. In the past, the development
of the electric drive system focused on individual derivates, e.g.,
the i3 and the i8. This focus changed and by the year 2025, a broad
portfolio of approx. 25 derivates will be electrified [2].
The combination of variants of hardware, software, functionalities, time deviations, and other characteristics exponentially increases the scope to be tested. The combination possibilities enable
the BMW Group to offer more customized products. At the same
time, it challenges the validation and verification of the products.
Approaches to deal with these challenges are Product Line Engineering (PLE) and Software PLE, respectively [8].
There is a lack of Software PLE experience reports from the
industry [29]. The few industrial Software Product Line Testing
(PLT) approaches focus on solving narrow research challenges
instead of the whole product line process [28]. Hence, there is a
lack of evidence about the transformation of an application-oriented
Verification and Validation (V&V) to PLT in an industrial context.
In a case study for the electric drive system we identified industrial V&V challenges and compared them to existing PLE concepts.
Based on the investigation’s results, we developed a methodology,
called Testing IntelliGent, non-Redundant and Efficient (TIGRE).
Hence, our contributions are

[EJK+19] R. Ebert, J. Jolianis, S. Kriebel, M. Markthaler, B. Pruenster, B. Rumpe, K. S. Salman:
Applying Product Line Testing for the Electric Drive System.
In: International Systems and Software Product Line Conference (SPLC'19), pp. 14--24, ACM, Paris, Sep. 2019.
www.se-rwth.de/publications/

• an approach to introduce PLT-methodologies into agile development processes
• TIGRE, a methodology for efficient testing of an automotive
product line
The particular goal of TIGRE is to reduce redundant testing effort
by intelligent planning and reporting of the test execution.
In the following, Section 2 introduces the electric drive system,
before Section 3 presents the challenges related to V&V of this
system in the industrial context. Section 4 presents TIGRE and
Section 5 presents the results of our case study and lessons learned.
Afterwards, Section 6 highlights related work. Section 7 discusses
TIGRE and Section 8 concludes.
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Summing up, each derivate comprises multiple variants, which
differ in hardware, software, and the respective functionalities.

2.3

In previous generations, the development process of the electric
drive system focused on single derivates. For each derivate there
existed dedicated responsibilities and artifacts like project plans,
requirements, architectures, and test specifications, e.g., test cases,
test plans, and test reports. Hence, transforming the system into
a product line means the development process has to be changed.
The following two prerequisites have already been established and
must be taken into account.

THE ELECTRIC DRIVE SYSTEM

Functional- and Requirements-Based testing. Concurrently with the
development process, the emerging functionalities are tested to
their requirements. The Specification Method for Requirements,
Design, and Test (SMArDT) supports the process [10, 11].

To electrify a wide range of vehicles until 2025, the BMW Group
developed the fifth generation of the electric drive system [2]. This
fifth generation shows the typical characteristics of a product line.
The following section introduces the most relevant characteristics.

2.1

Agile Sprints. At the BMW Group, software and system development are based on agile methods, e.g., Scrum and Large-Scale
Scrum [18, 37]. According to these agile methods, new hardware
and software are developed and integrated into sprints. Each sprint
contains a specification, a development, and a testing phase.

Hardware-Components and
Communication Busses

The fifth generation of BMW Group’s electric drive systems comprises several hardware components. These components communicate over different bus systems. Most prominent are the highly
integrated electric drive component, including the electric machine,
transmission and power electronics, the battery system and the
charger unit with Alternating Current (AC), Direct Current (DC)
and DC/DC converter [2]. Each component is available in different variants. Hence, the system can be modified to suit all sorts of
different installation spaces and power requirements.

2.2

Development Process
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CHALLENGES IN THE ELECTRIC DRIVE
SECTOR

With the fifth generation of the electric drive system, a powerful
product line has been established. This product line is the basis for
developing derivates.
To handle the product line and its derivates, processes and artifacts have to be introduced, since this cannot be handled efficiently
with the traditional application-oriented methods. One suitable
methodology field is PLE and Software PLE, respectively. This section presents the main challenges, which we identified in a case
study with the support of domain experts at the BMW Group. These
challenges need to be addressed by the PLE approach in the automotive industry.

Software-Functions and Parameters

The current electric drive system provides more than 60 software
intensive functionalities, which are distributed over various hardware components. This distribution may vary for different vehicle
derivates 1 . Among the main functionalities, e.g., torque, and energy
management, plug-in charging of the electric vehicle is one with the
highest degree of variability. Reasons are, e.g., country-specific legal
requirements, grid voltages, charging standards, derivate specific
vehicle architectures and optional equipment. There are different
means to realize this functional variability in the software: One possibility is to implement different software variants; more precisely
separate pieces of software, which are implemented in parallel. Another possibility is to have only one piece of software but a flexible
parameter-set for each functional variant [41].
A future challenge is that proprietary embedded systems become linked to other systems that are more flexible, interactive,
networked and seamlessly connected to Cyber-Physical Systems [7].
One of the first functionalities affected by this trend is the charging
functionality. The coming into effect of the ISO15118 [36] sets the
foundation for Vehicle-to-Grid functions and wireless high-level
communication between the vehicle and the charging station [27].

Establishing Domain and Application
Engineering (CH01)
To deploy PLE strategies, it is crucial to establish a common understanding of the difference between domain and application engineering. In [33] these terms are defined as follows:
Domain Engineering is the process of PLE in which the commonality and the variability of the product line are defined
and realized.
Application Engineering is the process of PLE, in which the
applications of the product line are built by reusing domain
artifacts and exploiting the product line variability. In the
automotive context the applications are derivates or subsystems of derivates. In a subsystem, like the electric drive
system, we also call applications products.
Common Platform The common platform contains all elements from which the products can be built.

1

In the automotive industry, the configuration of a vehicle in a vehicle family is
referred to as a derivate or model. The BMW 7 Series vehicle family, for example, is
configured as a limousine derivate, long version derivate, hydrogen drive derivate, and
hybrid derivate.
2

Traditionally the development of the electric drive system at the
BMW Group is application-oriented. This is because in the beginning, when demand for E-Mobility was not as high as today, the
BMW Group focused on two vehicle types, the i3 and the i8. Hence,
one of the main challenges in establishing domain engineering is to
reveal and document the explicit elements of the common platform.
This documentation has to include the element dependencies and
variabilities. The information has to be extracted from the existing
application-specific artifacts and expert knowledge. In addition, the
existing processes and artifacts for applications have to be adapted.

remaining testing time efficiently, short-term changes in the test
plan must be possible at any time.

Reporting the Test Results (CH04)
Another challenge is reporting test results to the common platform
and derivate management. Besides the high expectations regarding quality, the electric drive system needs to ensure safety. The
management and domain experts demand specific reports to the
results of the test execution. These reports have to be relevant to
derivate-focused management and to the common platform management. In contrast to the other challenges, CH04 is focused on an
automotive specific subject. Automotive-specific, since the product
(electric drive system) is always integrated into a specific derivate
and additional safety reporting is required for each derivate.

Using Synergies of the Product Line for V&V
(CH02)
With the increasing number of variants and the combination of
variants, the testing effort for the electric drive system expands
exponentially. Since the products have a high degree of reuse of the
common platform elements, testing each single variant combination
is not necessary. There are synergies between the products. The
challenge is to reveal them, and by doing so enable intelligent test
planning, which leads to an efficient V&V of the electric drive
system.

4

In this section, we propose the TIGRE approach to introduce PLE
methodologies in the automotive industry and examined the testing
process of the electric drive system. TIGRE targets the design of
test plans for product lines in a non-redundant and efficient way.
Hence, TIGRE targets the challenges of Section 3.
4.1 Phase one aims at the initial identification and documentation of relevant data for PLT.
4.2 Phase two focuses on the usage of this data for testing
activities during each agile sprint.

V&V of Product Lines in an agile development
process (CH03)
In an agile development process, each sprint needs a suitable test
plan for integration testing. The test plan has to consider the necessary test runs for all testing activities during the sprint. The test
plans must not be separate for each derivate. Furthermore, the test
plan has to ensure that all variants of the derivates are sufficiently
tested and there are no gaps or redundancies. The test runs of the
test plan must be distributed among the available test platforms in
a way that no conflicts arise, e.g., two test runs on the same test
platform at the same time. The challenge is to include all necessary
information in the test plan, while being prepared for unforeseen
events.

4.1

Identification of the relevant data for PLT

The first phase of TIGRE addresses the establishment of Domain
and Application Engineering (cf. CH01). This phase needs a high
initial effort. Yet, once it is established the activities only have to
be repeated in case of changes. Figure 1 gives an overview of the
necessary artifacts.
Domain Engineering

Various Testing Objectives. The purpose of testing may differ in
each sprint. Depending on the changes in hardware, software and
the status of the project, different test goals will be focused, e.g.,
•
•
•
•
•

INTRODUCTION OF PLE METHODOLOGIES
IN AUTOMOTIVE TESTING WITH THE
TIGRE APPROACH

Project Plan:
Common Platform

Common
Platform

Verification of new functionality
Verification of new maturity levels with more robustness
Verification of bug fixes
Regression testing of unchanged functionality
Focus on a special variant or derivate, e.g., if it is close to
start-of-production or before a specific milestone like homologation of new components, variants or derivates

Requirements

Generic Test Cases
& Test Case Validity

Application Engineering

transform to
Product
Conﬁguration

Test Platform
Conﬁguration

Project Plan:
Product Conﬁguration

Test Runs

Test Plan
Generation

Project Plan:
Test Platform Conﬁguration

Artifact
.

In each agile sprint, there is a limited testing time. Since the number of variants increases exponentially, it is not feasible to increase
the test resources in the same way. Hence, it might not always be
possible to execute all available test cases for each variant in every
cycle. It is, therefore, necessary to exploit synergies between the
products to efficiently use existing resources.

Design
derive

Process

Test Execution &
Test Reporting

referenced by

Figure 1: Artifacts and their relations in domain and application engineering
The process of domain engineering comprises the common platform and the corresponding project plan, requirements, design,
generic test cases, and test case validity. The process of application
engineering comprises the product configurations and test platforms with their respective project plans, and test runs. All those

Flexibility of the Test Plan. Even if a test run is perfectly planned,
unplanned obstacles can occur during a sprint, e.g., delayed delivery
or damage of software, components or test platforms. To use the
3

application engineering artifacts are used for test plan generation
in the second phase (cf. Section 4.2). The following sections explain
each artifact in detail.

For the electric drive system, this is done according to SMArDT:
Model-based requirements and design artifacts are elaborated for
each functionality of the common platform. Moreover, the artifacts
contain information about functional variability. An example of the
functional variability is the different behavior of the AC-Charging
functionality for the charging standards Type-1 and Type-2.
Based on the SMArDT methodology, generic test cases are generated for each functionality [10, 11]. A generic test case corresponds to a domain test case [33]. Hence, a domain test case can
contain variability and should allow efficient reuse in application
testing. The set of domain test cases has to cover all functional
variants. To realize this, we either define different test cases for
each variant or one test case with variable parameters. Since this
methodology for test case creation has already been established and
published [10, 11], we will not go further into detail. We assume
the resulting artifacts are available to the testing activities.

4.1.1 The Common Platform. Defining the common platform is
the key element for all further activities. The common platform
contains all elements from which the products can be built. Each
element is described as a variation point according to the Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM) [33]. There are several variants for
each variation point. The defined elements of the common platform will subsequently be referred to in all further artifacts, like
requirements, design and test specifications, project plans, and for
the configuration of the products (see Figure 1).
The high degree of variability in hardware, software, and functionality of the electric drive system results in a large number of
variation points. These variation points can be clustered into several groups, which we named sub-platforms. As a result, we defined
the following sub-platforms:
• A platform of distributed functionalities
• A platform of hardware components
• A platform of software and parameters
• A platform of further characteristics, which give extra information about the electric drive system
Figure 2 illustrates the sub-platforms, including examples for
their content. The sub-platform Functionality contains one
variation point (triangle in Figure 2) for charging functionality
(CHGE). CHGE has the variants (square) charging with AC, charging with DC and inductive charging (IND). The sub-platform
Hardware comprises the variation points high voltage battery
(HV-Battery), with the variants A and B, the electric motor,
transmission and power electronics (abbreviation Power Electronics
and Electric Machine (PEEM)), with the variants small S, medium M
and large L, and the charging unit (CU), with two variants
for high power charging (High) and low power charging (Low).
The sub-platform Software contains the variation points Charging Unit Software (CU-SW) and the PEEM Software (PEEM-SW).
Each variation point has two variants, i.e., SW-A and SW-B. The
sub-platform Characteristics comprises one variation point,
the charging type (CHGE Type). The CHGE Type represents
four different charging standards. The charging standard Type-1
is an American standard for AC-charging [19], Type-2 is a European standard for AC-charging [21, 22], Combined Charging
System (CCS) is an international standard for combined ACcharging and DC-charging [23], and CHDMO is a Japanese standard
for DC-charging [20].

4.1.4 Test Case Validity. The test case validity is an attribute of
each generic test case which indicates for which objects the test
case is valid and executable.
In the past, due to the application-oriented approach, the test
case validity has been documented through an attribute listing for
all relevant derivates. With the increasing variability, this is not
applicable anymore, because:
• Each derivate may comprise different variants (product configurations) and a test case may not be valid for each variant
• The test case would be executed for each derivate once and
there would not be any use of the synergies between the
derivates
Therefore, TIGRE comprises a PLE concept of expressing the test
case validity based on the defined elements of the common platform. This allows us to use the synergies of the product line as
required in CH02 and reduce testing effort. Instead of performing
the test case for each derivate separately, we perform it depending
on the common platform elements, which are stated in the validity
expression. If the elements are reused by several derivates, the test
result is valid for all those derivates. We want to emphasize that
this holds for integration testing. Hence, not all components and
sub-systems are integrated into the derivate yet. For feature interactions to be tested, this approach refers to the system tests that
follow the integration test.
A generic test case can be valid for several variants of elements
of the common platform. Hence, two different scenarios for the
execution are possible:
• The test case must be performed with several runs, one for
each variant it is valid for
• The test case must be performed with only one run for any
variant it is valid for and the result can be transferred to the
other variants it is valid for

4.1.2 Dependencies within the Common Platform. As described
in [33] there exist certain dependencies between the elements of
the common platform. These dependencies need to be analyzed
and documented in order to show valid combinations. Figure 2
illustrates an example of such dependencies: The charging types
Type-1, Type-2, and CCS require the functionality AC. The AC
functionality requires a CU and an HV-Battery in any variant.
The CU requires a CU-SW in any of the available variants.

The second scenario allows us to reduce testing effort again and
therefore contributes to CH02. In both scenarios, each test run can
be performed with a different parameterization, depending on the
validity of the test case.
For the test case validity, we use information provided in the
requirements and design specifications as well as domain experts
assessments. The transparency, why a test case needs several runs, is

4.1.3 Requirements, Design and Test Specification. The defined elements of the common platform shall be referred to in the requirements, design and test specifications during domain engineering.
4
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Generic Test Case
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Product Conﬁguration of the Electric Drive System
PC-1: … & CCS & AC & CU-Low & PEEM-S & …
PC-2: … & Type-2 & AC & CU-Low & PEEM-M & …
PC-3: … & CCS & DC & CU-Low & PEEM-L & …
PC-4: … & CCS & DC & CU-Low & PEEM-S & …

variant of
Derivate 1
Derivate 2

Test Platform Conﬁguration
TB1: …Type-1 & AC & CU-Low & PEEM-S & …
TB2: …CCS & AC & CU-Low & PEEM-M & …
Veh.1: …CCS & DC & CU-Low & PEEM-L & …
Veh.2: …CCS & AC & CU-Low & PEEM-S & …

Figure 2: Example of artifacts of the common platform, generic test case, product configuration and test instace configurations
Example: {A} + {B}
Description: The test case is valid for A and B, it must be
executed twice, once with a product containing A and once
with a product containing B.
• Symbol: ∀
Name: All-Operator
Example: ∀Variation-Point-X
Description: The test case is valid for all variants of VariationPoint-X, it must be executed separately for each variant.

increased compared to a derivate relationship. The test case validity
is stored as an attribute of the generic test case. We can change and
improve it throughout the development process of the product line.
This allows us to take advantage of lessons learned and document
the expert knowledge in a reasonable way (cf. CH01).
To use the test case validity for the planning of the test execution
and reporting, it is documented in a specific notation. To express
the explained scenarios for test case validity, a notation with logical
expressions is feasible. In addition to being machine-readable, this
logical expression must also be readable by domain experts, test
experts and managers. Therefore, the syntax should be minimalistic
in order to facilitate readability and interpretation.
In particular, we identified the need to expand the test case validity expressions by equivalence classes. An equivalence class is a
set of variants which a generic test case is valid for. This specific
set states that we need only one run of the test with any representative of the equivalence class. The result of this single run can be
transferred to all other members of the equivalence class.
In the following, we explain the Operator-Name, the OperatorSymbol, the Operator-Description and the Operator-Example used
in our specific notation.

As an example, we use a generic test case concerning the unlock
functionality of the charging plug. The following expression shows
its validity attribute (cf. Figure 2) i.e., Test_Plug_Unlock:
[{AC & (Type-2 |CCS)} + {DC & CCS}] & (∀CU-Low)

With this validity attribute, we conclude that we need two separate runs of the test case Test_Plug_Unlock. One test run with
a product containing the variants AC, and either Type-2 or CCS
and another run with a product containing the variants DC and
CCS. The expression (Type-2 | CCS) forms an equivalence
class. Both runs have to be executed with a CU-Low variant. The
all-operator states that all versions of CU-Low have to be tested
separately. This will be explained in detail in Section 4.1.7.

• Symbol: |
Name: logical OR
Example: A | B
Description: The test case is valid for A and B, it must be
executed once for a product containing either A or B and
the result can be transferred to all other products containing
A or B. This operator is used to express equivalence classes.
• Symbol: &
Name: logical AND
Example: A & B
Description: The test case is valid for A and B, it must be
executed once with a product containing A and B.
• Symbol: {...}+{...}
Name: Separate-Runs-Operator

4.1.5 Product Configurations. The specific products are managed
within the application engineering. A major principle of PLE is
that the products are composed of a combination of the reusable
elements of the common platform. The specification of the variation
points, including their dependencies, enables the generation for
possible product configurations.
To set up a complete product configuration, we consider all
variation points of the common platform and decide whether they
are present or not. If a variation point is present we select at least
one of the possible variants. This is in accordance with the defined
dependencies and restrictions, as described in Section 4.1.2.
5

The resulting product configurations are stored in a database.
Each configuration is mapped to the derivate where it is present.
Figure 2 shows four examples for parts of test-relevant Product
Configurations (PC) and their mapping to product, e.g.,

Figure 3 illustrates, which versions of CU-Low and PEEM-S have
to be tested for product 1 and product 2 during the four sprints. It
also shows which products include the AC-functionality and in
which sprint it will start to be present. Based on project decisions
the following scenarios for integrating available versions from the
common platform to products are possible:

PC − 2 : ...& Type-2 & AC & CU-Low & PEEM-M &...
In the context of product configuration (cf. PC-2), it is a list of
the elements that make up the product. Similar to the test platform
configuration the elements are connected with the symbol &.

• A newly available version in the common platform might be
integrated at a later sprint for a special product. For example,
in sprint 3 there is a v2 available for the PEEM-S. However,
none of the product integrate it in this sprint.
• For one product, there might be two valid versions of the
same variant at the same sprint. For example in sprint 2,
product 1 uses both versions v1 and v2 of the CU-Low.

4.1.6 Test Platform Configurations. Similar to the product configurations, the test platform configurations are expressed by the
common platform elements. A test platform is a test bench or vehicle where a test run can be executed. This expression of the test
platform configuration allows easy matching of test case validity,
product configurations, and test platforms when planning the test
execution. Examples for test platform configurations are depicted
in Figure 2. Test Bench 1 has the following configuration:

Thus, it is possible that different versions of one product configuration have to be tested separately during one sprint. As an example,
we take the product configurations, which have been defined in the
previous section (cf. Figure 2). If we want to test them in sprint 2,
we have to consider the relevant versions defined for sprint 2 in
the project plans (cf. Figure 3). This leads to the following sprintrelevant product configurations:

T B1 : ...& Type-1 & AC & CU-Low & PEEM-S &...
4.1.7 Project Plans. As a prerequisite for planning the test execution for agile sprints, not only variability in space but also variability
in time has to be considered. The variability in time is the existence
of different versions of an element of the common platform that are
valid at different times [33]. The variability in space is the existence
of an element in different shapes at the same time. Therefore, for
each variant of the common platform, we have to define whether it
is available and in which version, for each specific sprint. An example is depicted in Figure 3. The example shows the different versions
of the hardware component variants CU-Low and PEEM-S during
four successive sprints. Moreover, it illustrates, in which sprints the
functionality AC is available. In sprint 1, both component variants
are available in version 1 (v1), but AC is not present. In sprint 2,
CU-Low is available in v2, while PEEM-S is still available with v1
only. In this sprint, the AC-functionality is present for the first time.
From now on it will be available in all further sprints. In sprint 3,
CU-Low is available in v3 and PEEM-S in v2. In sprint 4 CU-Low
is available in v4 and PEEM-S in v3. We call this the project plan
of the common platform.

PC-1: CCS & AC
PC-2: Type-2 &
PC-3: CCS & DC
PC-4: CCS & DC
PC-5: CCS & DC

These sprint-relevant product configurations have to be considered during the planning of the test execution in the second phase
of this approach.
There is also a project plan of the test platforms, which reveals
the versions that will be available on the test platform at a certain
sprint. From this project plan, the sprint-relevant test platform
configurations can be determined with the same method.

4.2

Sprint 2

Sprint 3

Sprint 4

V1

V2

V3

V4

V2

V3

YES

YES

CU-Low

PEEM-S

V1
AC

NO

Product 1 (Derivate 1)

YES

Project Plan of the Products

CU-Low: V1

CU-Low: V2

CU-Low: V2

CU-Low: V3

PEEM-S: V1

PEEM-S: V1

PEEM-S: V1

PEEM-S: V2

AC: NO

AC: YES

AC: YES

AC: YES

Testing the Product Line in Agile Sprints

The second phase of TIGRE focuses on the planning of the test execution and the reporting of test results. It addresses the challenges
CH02, CH03, and CH04.
Figure 4 gives an overview of this phase. In the beginning, relevant information of the before established artifacts is gathered. The
data of each artifact are combined to generate a test plan for the
test execution. The test plan has to comprise (1) the necessary runs
of a generic test case, (2) the product configuration each run has
to be performed with, and (3) the test platform each run has to be
performed on.

Project Plan of the Common Platform
Sprint 1

& CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-S-v1 &...
AC & CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-M-v1 &...
& CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-L-v1 &...
& CU-Low-v2 & PEEM-L-v1 &...
& CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-S-v1 &...

Product 2 (Derivate 2)

CU-Low: V1

CU-Low: V1, V2

CU-Low: V3

CU-Low: V4

PEEM-S: V1

PEEM-S: V1

PEEM-S: V1

PEEM-S: V3

AC: NO

AC: YES

AC: YES

AC: YES
Milestone

Generic Testcase
+ Test Case Validity

Test Plan
Generation

Test Plan

Test Report

Test
Execution

Product Conﬁgurations
+ Project Plan

Time Period

Test Instance Conﬁguration
+ Project Plan

Figure 3: Simplified example of a sprint schedule

Test Strategy

Artifact

Process

Document

Step

referenced by

Figure 4: Overview of the interconnected artifacts for the
test plan generation

To define, which version of a variant is integrated into a product
for each agile sprint, a project plan for products is necessary as well.
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To optimize the test plan, different test strategies can be applied
to the generation process. In each agile sprint, a suitable test strategy
is selected to fulfill a specific testing objective. After the generation
of the test plan, the tests are executed and the test results are reported. In the following sections, we provide a detailed explanation
of the test plan generation and the reporting of test results.

containing AC, Type-2, and CU-Low-v1. The result will be transferred to all products, which include these variants and also to all
products with CCS, AC, and CU-Low-v1.
As shown in Figure 5, each test run inherits a part of the logical
validity expression from its parent generic test case. Since this
validity expression consists of elements of the common platform, it
also represents a part of a possible product configuration. Thus, we
call the test runs validity expression a sub-configuration.

4.2.1 Generating the Test Plan. The generation of the test plan can
be divided into three steps.

Step 2. In step 2, we extract the sprint-relevant product configurations as described in Section 4.1.7. In our example, the resulting
configurations are depicted in Figure 5. Subsequently, we assign
the sub-configurations of the test runs to the sprint-relevant product
configurations (see (A) in Figure 5). This can lead to different results:

Step 1. In step 1, the test runs that are relevant for a specific
sprint have to be determined. To do this, we filter the project plan
for all functionalities that are present in the specific sprint. Based
on these functionalities, we choose the related test cases.
For each generic test case, we evaluate the validity attribute to
identify which variants need separate runs of the test case. This
results in a number of possible test runs. In this way, we transfer
the generic domain test case to several test runs for application
testing. This step corresponds to the binding of variability [28].
Figure 5 illustrates the calculated test runs for the validity attribute of the example generic test case presented in Figure 2. For
the calculation, we also considered the available variant versions
in sprint 2 (cf. Figure 3). Figure 5 depicts four separate test runs
derived from the test case Test_Plug_Unlock (cf. Figure 2):
Run-1: AC
Run-2: AC
Run-3: DC
Run-4: DC

&
&
&
&

• If there is no product configuration containing a certain subconfiguration, the test run must be deleted. In our example,
this is the case for the test run 2.
• If there is exactly one product configuration containing a
certain sub-configuration, the test run must be executed with
this configuration. This is the case for the test run 4.
• If there is more than one product configuration containing a
certain sub-configuration, the test run can be performed on
any product configuration. The test result can be transferred
to the other product configurations. This refers to CH02. In
the example, this holds for the test run 3.

(Type-2 | CCS) & CU-Low-v1
(Type-2 | CCS) & CU-Low-v2
CCS & CU-Low-v1
CCS & CU-Low-v2

In the last case, we must select one product configuration for the
execution. To support a reasonable decision-making, the test strategies defined in step 1 can be used again.
In the example, we use a test strategy that selects the PEEM-L
variant with preference. As a result, product configuration 3 will be
assigned to test run 3.

The first two test runs contain an equivalence class. To plan
the test run for execution, we have to select one representative of
the equivalence class. The decision for a suitable representative
must be supported by the test strategy. Based on our analyses of
frequent testing objectives during an agile sprint, the following test
strategies meet our needs:

Step 3. In step 3, we determine the sprint relevant test platform
configurations as described in section 4.1.7 and allocate the test
runs to test platforms. To do this, we compare the selected productconfigurations of each test run with the sprint-relevant test platform
configuration (see (B) in Figure 5). If a test platform with the required
configuration is available, the triple (test run – product configuration – test platform) can be assigned to the test plan. If no test
platform is available, we consider the following alternatives:

Random: For each equivalence class, we select a random representative.
Exclusion We define certain variants that should not be selected as a representative for an equivalence class.
Preference We define one or more specific variants that are
preferably selected as a representative for an equivalence
class.
History-Based For each equivalence class, we select a representative which has not been selected in the past.
Maximal or Minimal Variation For all equivalence classes,
we select the representatives so that we receive the minimal
or maximal possible number of different representatives.
Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) CIT [12] enables
the selection of a subset of products, which most likely reveal the faults caused by interaction. The representatives are
selected so that relevant combinations of variants occur, but
not all possible combinations. Hence, the testing effort can
be reduced.

For the first test run of the example in Figure 5, we recognize that
there is no test platform with a sub-configuration AC & Type-2.
Therefore, we select the other representative of the equivalence
class and plan the run AC & CCS at test bench 2 (TB2).
Figure 5 shows the resulting test plan. It contains all test runs that
need to be executed. For each test run, the product configuration
and the test platform for the test execution are provided.

For our example, we select a history-based strategy and assume
that CCS has been executed last time, so now we select Type-2.
This means that the first test run will be executed for a product

4.2.2 Reporting the Test Results. After the execution of the planned
test runs, the test results are reported. Hence, we generate dedicated test reports for the common platform and the commercially

• If the test run contains an equivalence class, we could take
another representative
• If a test run’s sub-configuration is present in several product
configurations, we can select another product configuration
• If none of the above alternatives led to a result, we have to
show the gap in the test report
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Test Plan Generation
Test Runs + Sub-Conﬁgurations
Test_Plug_Unlock Run-1: AC & (Type-2 | CCS) & CU-Low-v1
Test_Plug_Unlock Run-2: AC & (Type-2 | CCS) & CU-Low-v2
Test_Plug_Unlock Run-3: DC & CCS & CU-Low-v1
Test_Plug_Unlock Run-4: DC & CCS & CU-Low-v2

A

Sprint-relevant Product Conﬁguration

B

PC-1: … & CCS & AC & CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-S-v1 & …
PC-2: … & Type-2 & AC & CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-M-v1 & …
PC-3: … & CCS & DC & CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-L-v1 & …
PC-4: … & CCS & DC & CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-S-v1 & …
PC-5: … & CCS & DC & CU-Low-v2 & PEEM-L-v1 & …

Sprint-relevant Test Platform Conﬁguration
TB1: … & Type-1 & AC & CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-S-v1 & …
TB2: … & CCS & AC & CU-Low-v1 & PEEM-S-v1 & …
Veh.1: … & CCS & DC & CU-Low-v1 PEEM-L-v1 & …
Veh.2: … & CCS & DC & CU-Low-v2 & PEEM-L-v1 & …

Test Plan
Step

Test_Plug_Unlock Run-1: PC-1 & Test-Bench-2
Test_Plug_Unlock Run-3: PC-3 & Vehicle-1
Test_Plug_Unlock Run-4: PC-5 & Vehicle-2

mapped to

Figure 5: Example of the test plan generation, for a single generic test case, with consideration of the test strategy
relevant products and derivates, respectively (cf. CH04). These reports provide different views on the test results. Hence, different
Stakeholders in the Company get a precise overview of the test
results, edited/prepared for their specific view. Those views are
automatically derived from the existing test results. The first report lists each test run result, showing the sub-configuration, it
was executed with and the configurations where the result can be
transferred. The product specific report lists only those test run
results that are valid for a sub-configuration of this products. For
each test run, we report whether it was executed with this product
or transferred from the execution with another product.
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result of the pilot phase has been a significant reduction of test
runs, compared to just multiplying all of the test cases with the
number of sprint-relevant product configurations.
Executing each test case once for each product configuration
would result in the multiplication of 163 test cases with the 30
product configurations. However, not all of those 4.890 runs would
be reasonable to be executed, since there exist synergies.
Applying the TIGRE methodology, we could reduce the number
of necessary test runs to a total of 326 runs, which covers all of the
sprint-relevant product configurations for the electric drive system.
Furthermore, we were able to trace our results back to all variants
and expose those which had not been explicitly tested.

CASE STUDY AND LESSONS LEARNED
FROM EMBEDDING PLT INTO THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

5.2

After defining the main process and input artefacts, the proposed
approach was applied during a pilot phase. The aim of the pilot
project was to show the applicability in an industrial environment.
Furthermore, the pilot phase already involved members of various teams and helped to spread the basic knowledge about PLE
fundamentals and the methodologies.
In the beginning, the relevant data for PLT was elaborated as
described in Section 4.1 of the TIGRE approach. Since there was no
specific tool support, the complexity for the pilot phase was kept as
low as possible. For an integration phase of the electric drive system
seven representative drive system functionalities were chosen. For
each of those functionalities all the linked test cases were imported
from application lifecycle management tools. Hence, we received
163 generic test cases in total. We chose three derivates for which
the pilot phase should provide test results. Based on the defined
elements of the common platform we derived the sprint relevant
product configurations. Although the amount of variation points
in the characteristics sub-platform was low, we identified 30 sprint
relevant product configurations for the three derivates.

5.1

Lessons learned from applying the
methodology

Creating a test plan with a generally defined methodology aims to
improve the traceability, reproducibility and optimization of the test
plans over time. However, collecting all of the relevant information
and combining them was a challenging task.
The generation of the three above mentioned artifacts required
access to various tools and expert knowledge as well. The agile
development requires agile tools for data maintenance. Project
decisions obtained during meetings are traditionally documented
in various independent tools and transfered to the actual database in
a second step. In this transfer process information could get falsified
or even lost. Moreover, specialized tools are often only accessible
and understood by experts. Hence, we collaborated closely with
those experts. The effort was worth it, since we stored the expert
knowledge in tools. Now, all of the expertise can be reused easily
and even if there is a personnel change.
Though others see a big challenge in the acceptance of PLE with
its development structure [9], TIGRE was welcomed with interest
by all involved domain experts, testing experts and managers.
Because of the high complexity of the electric drive system,
manually generating a test plan was not feasible with reasonable
effort. Hence, the implementation of such a methodology with
modern tools is necessary.

Pilot phase

The goal of the pilot phase was the manual creation of a test plan
for the chosen integration phase. In order to generate the test plan,
the following artifacts were created:
• The sprint-relevant product configurations, based on interviews with experts and the information contained in several
databases.
• The generic test cases with their validity attributes.
• The sprint-relevant test platforms with their configurations
and availability.
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RELATED WORK

In the past twenty years, several literature reviews have been conducted on PLT, analyzing a number of research approaches in
this field. However, in the research field of PLE, the number of
studies facing the scale testing of Product Lines in the industry is
low [14, 28, 29].

After collecting all of the necessary data, exemplary test sets were
created following the proposed approach in section Section 4. The
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The Software PLE investigation [29] reviewed 276 studies with
the scope of identifying test strategies, which facilitate fault detection and reduce the effort for quality assurance. The study considered studies between 1998 and 2013. Only 6% refer to industrial
practices and 8% are industrial studies. The investigation concludes
that Software PLE studies can be categorized in "selection of products" to test and "actual test of products". However, only in the
year 2013 there were studies found taking into consideration both
processes. CIT (cf. Section 4) is also seen as a principle to reduce the
testing effort and targets the challenges of CH02 and CH03. The
fundamental assumption of CIT is that most of the errors are caused
by a single value or the interaction of two input values [12]. The
study [29] identified CIT as the most common approach to reduce
testing effort through the selection of products. Hence, TIGRE also
comprises this optimization technique.
Apart from one study validated in an industrial context, all other
approaches were evaluated in research groups. In the field of test
case generation, test case selection and test inputs [29] could not
find any available tools. Moreover, the literature review provided
no information about studies concerning the test management, test
plan generation or test reports.
In [14] a systematic mapping study on Software PLT is presented.
Test organization, test processes, and test management are pointed
out as relevant fields. The majority of the studies provide proposals
for the established challenges in PLT. Nevertheless, only 17% of the
studies present the usage and evaluation of the proposed methods.
Hence, most of the proposed methodologies assume the existence
of idealistic inputs and state clear requirements for the approaches,
i.e., complete variability models and properly linked information
in the overall development process. In an industrial environment,
those methodologies have to prove that they work under industrial
circumstances. Those applicable test methodologies and strategies
are hard to find [14].
Another survey [28] compared and analyzed the contributions
of eight software product line specific approaches. The survey
provides a framework of relevant artifacts for the overall Software
PLT process. The framework enables categorizing and analyzing
existing researches, as well as the identification of open research
opportunities. The most relevant revealed research opportunities
for our research are:

Besides the aforementioned literature reviews, several PLT studies address parts of challenges mentioned in Section 3. The methodology and tooling described in [35] are based on feature models
and focus on Software PLE. The extensive approach tackles the
challenges CH1, CH2, and CH4. It distinguishes between the problem domain and the solution domain. The problem domain, which
is represented in feature models, expresses similarities and variabilities. Hence, the stakeholders’ requirements emerge from this
domain. The solution domain, a hierarchical structure, consisting
of elements of the architecture, satisfy those requirements. Thus,
this hierarchical structure comprises the variation points and the
connection of the solution and problem space. The language resulting from the approach expresses constraints, restrictions, and
moreover calculations. Similar to our specific notation the language
uses operators, e.g., REQUIRES, IMPLIES, and CONFLICTS, in
combination with logical operators, e.g., AND and OR, but with a
different interpretation, not in context for testing. The approach
focuses on software, hence its testing framework is mainly designed
for software tests. As such, we did not find applicable solutions
for our specific agile test plan generation. Still, the tool provides a
well-developed language and its infrastructure provides a large set
of extensions and interfaces.
The study [15] introduces a product line application in the automotive industry and presents approaches to meet the challenges of
the "mega-scale" product line. The challenges CH01 and CH03 are
also identified and necessary measures are presented. Mentioned
challenges are product complexity, a high number of variants in
automotive applications, feature interactions, the size of the companies, the traceability, and the consistency throughout the life
cycle. We have faced those challenges in our study as well. To provide solutions to the architectural decomposition, involved roles in
the development and the necessary organizational adoptions are
discussed. Despite an overview of the PLE development process,
the study does not cover details concerning the test process i.e.,
test management and test reporting. The subsequent study [41]
enhances the predefined "mega-scale" product line challenges with
challenges addressing CH02. Furthermore, the approach takes advantage of system modeling and feature models. However, no applicable solutions for Software PLT, i.e., the test plan generation
and reporting of test results (CH04) are presented.
In [17] the challenges of testing the weapon system using PLE
approaches and a commercial PLE tool are presented. The study
refers to CH01, CH02, and CH03. In order to start testing activities
so-called ’branching’ is necessary. Thus, a copy of the actual work
is done and this release is used as a stable basis for testing activities.
If necessary changes to the copy must be done, a strong discipline
regarding the changes on the copies is required. Event branches
are also created, as during the development of the product line also
products must be generated at specific points in time. Although
the approach tackles testing under time pressure, the variation of
the environment under consideration is comparatively low to the
automotive industry. Hence, the presented "copy-approach" is not
sufficient for the complexity of the electric drive system. Furthermore, besides capturing the results in a database, the approach does
not detail the reporting of the results.
Another approach [6] focuses on CH01 and presents the possibilities of modeling the problem and solution space with tool support.

• Criteria for test case selection to reflect the decision on variability resolution and application-specific variability
• Coverage mechanism to determine test case creation, test
selection, and execution approaches.
• Reusing or/and modifying test assets for application-specific
testing
The framework neither details the artifacts nor explains the artifact’s interaction for direct and profitable industry application.
Agile methods are not considered. The conclusion of [28] is that
most of the approaches focus on narrow Software PLT research
challenges. Hence, the approaches do not provide a holistic software product line process from the beginning until completion.
Furthermore, the survey stated that only marginal research on how
to reduce redundant testing effort by PLT techniques exist. This
reduction of redundant testing effort by PLT is one of the most
important challenges we address in this paper.
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The approach shows the design of the variable architecture and
product derivation. Testing the product line, however, is mentioned
as an open issue of Software PLE. The reduction of the testing effort
is addressed as an issue concerning many product lines.
The approach in [30] targets the challenges of CH02 by reducing the testing time of cyber-physical-systems. In the first step,
the approach reduces the testing time by selecting and prioritizing
products to be tested. In the next step, multiple testing iterations
are performed. In each iteration, a small number of test cases for
each product is allocated and the test results feedback is taken into
account for the next products and test cases. The approach focuses
on reducing testing time, while test platforms and information
about the product project management are not considered. The test
platforms and the knowledge about availability and deadlines for
each drive system variant are essential for our approach. Furthermore, [30] does not consider the aspect of an agile development
process (CH03) or reporting test results (CH04).
The model-based approach in [38] aims to avoid redundant testing in application engineering (CH02). In order to avoid the execution of redundant test cases, the approach introduces a dataflowbased coverage criterion. The approach combines the usage of
feature models and activity diagrams as test models to link data
accordingly. Dependencies between variants are registered using a
dependency matrix. The conclusion of [38] is that there is a high
potential for increasing test efficiency. However, there is a strong
dependency on the implementation of the test cases. Test cases can
cover more branches and more than one dependency. Thus this
dependency influences the efficiency of the approach. In the context
of the electric drive system, the technique of [38] is very interesting
for the generation of test cases from system models. However, this
only covers functional variability. Variability of hardware, software
and time are not considered.
Another approach [32] uses pairwise testing to avoid testing
every possible combination of input values (CH02). The approach
only tests the combination of all pairs. Furthermore, this testing
technique could be transferred from input values to the features in
a product line. The approach uses CIT based on a feature model
of the domain. Based on the dependencies of the features the approach can achieve a reduction of the test cases. Nevertheless, the
approach does not address our challenges regarding agile process
development and reporting test results.
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of test runs. Moreover, due to the high safety requirements in the
automotive domain, possible interactions must be identified before
implementation [24]. Hence, in contrast to the telecommunication
domain, fewer errors are found due to feature tests that were not
already found by functional tests [16]. For feature interactions we
recommend methods in development and specific test cases that
TIGRE can integrate in system testing [1, 5, 25, 31].
We consider CIT for TIGRE, but because of time constraints, we
could not apply the method for the pilot phase. CIT could reduce
our testing effort even further.
In the pilot phase, we derived the information about the validity
expressions manually out of the SMArDT models and by expert
assessments. Despite the high manual effort and the uncertainty
about the correctness of the expert knowledge, the approach lead
to a higher transparency for test case selection. The decisions can
be replicated, discussed and changed by lessons learned.
All the information of existing derivates is stored in a database.
Hence, we did not set up feature models or OVMs for the pilot phase.
Although OVMs and feature models also contain non-existing configurations, we only need real configurations for our test runs. Our
specific notation is simple and exactly adapted to the needs of testing the electric drive system. Due to our specific notation, we could
not use an elaborated existing tool for our approach. Depending
on the type of tool we use, we may transform our notation. Hence,
our generated test plan with its runs only exists in one table form
and has to be transferred to the test management tool in a second
step. The generation of an executable test plan to the defined test
strategy still has to be implemented.
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CONCLUSION

The increasing number of electrified derivates over the next few
years is urging the BMW Group to develop and apply new methodologies. Since the new generation of the electric drive system shows
significant product line characteristics, one approach to maintain
high-quality standards is the use of PLE methodologies.
TIGRE introduces PLE methodologies to the integration testing
of the electric drive system. It comprises several artifacts that need
to be established in domain and application engineering. These
artifacts facilitate the planning of an efficient test execution with
reduced test effort. Thus, we demonstrate a procedure to optimize
the assignment of domain test cases, product configurations and
test platforms.
In a case study with seven representative functionalities of the
electric drive system, we reduced the redundant testing effort from
4.890 test runs to 326 test runs for one agile sprint phase. Moreover, we are able to transfer the test results from tested product
configurations to other non-tested product configurations. Hence,
the TIGRE methodology allows to take advantage of product line
synergies and reduces test effort. It is capable of increasing the
efficiency, traceability and transparency for the integration test of
the electric drive system.

DISCUSSION

Our experiences and conclusions are based on an industrial pilot
project. To introduce TIGRE in the electric drive system, we carried out the work to a large extent manually. Although we only
considered the electric drive system, we still consider the results to
be meaningful because our approach involves relevant domains for
many automotive functionalities, i.e., mechanical, electrical, and
software domain.
We are aware that feature interactions can be a risk of transferring test results [1, 4, 25, 26, 39, 40]. Nevertheless, it will not always
be possible to perform every test with every product configuration,
because of restricted time and test resources [39]. Therefore, we
have to select the test runs carefully. By documenting the test case
validity, TIGRE supports a transparent and reproducible selection
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